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Golf cart tires and wheels can be a confusing product to shop for 
– with so many variations and styles to choose from, how do you 
figure out what’s right for you? Our Tire & Wheel Fitment Guide is 
here to make choosing tires and wheels easy.

Tire Sizing
Tire Size
Most tire sizes are in the following format: 25x10-14. The first 
number, 25, is the full diameter of the tire - how tall it is in inches 
from top to bottom. The second number, 10, indicates how many 
inches wide it is. The last number, 14, is the size of the center of the 
tire - in other words, what size wheel will fit the tire. Therefore, an 
25x10-14 tire is 25” tall, 10” wide, and can fit a 14” wheel.

Another size format you may encounter is the automotive format, 
which looks like 225/30-14. In this case, the first number, 225, is the 
tread width in millimeters. The second number, 30, is the aspect 
ratio (the side-wall measurement), and the third number, 14, is the 
size of wheel it can fit in inches.

Tire Tread Classi�cation
Street / Golf Course
Offers the smoothest ride on pavement, and is a popular choice for 
turf applications.

All Terrain
Handles light off-road duty when needed, while also providing a good 
ride quality on pavement.

Agriculture & Off-Road
Aggressive tread blocks provide the ultimate off-road performance 
on muddy or rocky terrain.

Diagram Example for 25x10x14

Diagram Example for 225/30-14

Golf carts with over 18” diameter 
wheels should be lifted to fit the 
cart properly. Lifted carts will 
have wheels with a negative 
offset that allows for better turn 
radius and stability. This means 
that the tires will stick out from 
the wheel well. To prevent mud 
and dirt from flinging up from the 
tires, we recommend adding on 
fender flares.
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